
Thermodynamics

study of the effects 
of work, heat, and 
energy on a 
system.



Temperature

• Temperature- (a measurement of an 
object’s hotness.) and is determined by 
the average kinetic energy of the 
random motion of the molecules in an 
object.

• Adding or removing energy usually 
changes temperature



Temperature

The nail will warm up by striking it with a
hammer – the strike causes an increase in
the kinetic energy of the molecules.



Thermometers

• Thermometers make use of the change in 
some physical property with temperature
– thermometric property

• A thermometer uses expansion and 
contraction of a liquid, usually colored 
alcohol or mercury to measure temperature.
– Some also use the expansion and contraction of 

metals



Temperature Scales

• Temperature is measured in degrees 
Celsius, or degrees Fahrenheit, or Kelvin.



Temperature Conversions



Examples

•  A meteorologist forecasts a high temperature of 
28 ºF. What is the predicted high temperature in 
degrees Celsius?

• A thermostat is set to keep the temperature of a 
room at 20ºC. What is the thermostat setting in 
degrees Fahrenheit?

• The temperature outside is 97ºF. For scientific 
purposes, what is the temperature in Kelvin?



Linear Thermal Expansion

• Linear Expansion – an increase in any 
one dimension of a solid
– Linear in the sense that expansion occurs 

along a line
– Most material expand when heated and 

contract when cooled
– ∆L = α Lo∆T



Thermal Linear Expansion

• A bimetallic strip consists of two metals 
of different coefficients of thermal 
expansion, A and B in the figure. What 
will happen when it is heated or cooled?



Linear Thermal Expansion

• Thermostats- Bimetallic strips in 
thermostats (2 metals expand differently)



Volume Thermal Expansion

• Volume thermal expansion – volume of 
an normal material increases as the 
temperature increase
– Most solids and liquids do this
– ∆V = ßVo∆T



Thermal Energy

• Thermal Energy is determined by the total 
kinetic energy of motion of all the particles 
that make up an object.

• There is more kinetic energy in a pot of warm 
water than in a cup of hot water.



Heat

• Heat is thermal energy that flows from one 
object to another because of a temperature 
difference.

• Thermal energy naturally flows from a hotter 
area to a colder area, as heat is transferred.



Heat Vs Thermal Energy

• An object contains thermal energy, but not 
heat.

• Heat is thermal energy in transit.
• After heat is transferred to a body, it is no 

longer heat—it becomes thermal energy.
• Internal energy- sum of molecular KE, the 

molecular PE, and other kinds of molecular 
energy (U)  



Units for Heat & Thermal 
Energy

• Joules – the SI unit of energy
• calorie = 4.186 Joules.

– One calorie is the amount of thermal energy that 
must be added to water to change the temperature 
of one gram of water by one degree Celsius .

• kilocalorie (kcal, or Calorie) = 4,186 J.
– Food energy is measured in Calories

• Btu (British Thermal Unit) = 1.5x103 J.
– the amount of thermal energy that must be added to 

water to change the temperature of one pound of 
water by one degree Fahrenheit.



Conservation of Energy



Conservation of Energy



Conservation of Energy



Conservation of Energy



Specific Heat
• The specific heat of a substance is the amount 

of heat required to raise the temperature of a 
unit mass of a substance by one degree.

• Specific Heat of Water is 4,186 J/kg°C
– So adding 4,186 joules of heat energy to 1kilogram 

of water would cause the water temperature to rise 
by 1°C.

• Q = mc∆T
Q = Heat transferred (Joules),  m = mass (kg)
c = specific heat (J/kg°C),∆T = temperature    
change (°C)



Specific Heat



Specific Heat

Ex. 1 A tea kettle holds 500 grams of water. 
How much heat is needed to increase the 
temperature of the water from 20 ºC to 100 
ºC?



Specific Heat

Ex. 2 A pot holds 1200 grams of water. How 
much does the water’s temperature change 
if 40,000 Joules of heat are added to it?



Calorimetry

• Calorimetry – technique using a calorimeter, 
that can be used to determine the specific heat 
capacity of  substance

• When heat is transferred from one substance to 
another, we can say that the heat lost by one 
substance is equal to the heat gained by the 
other : Qlost = Qgained

• m1c1∆T1 = m2c2∆T2



Calorimetry

• A 2.5 kg copper ball at 100 ºC is placed in an 
insulated container of water at 10 ºC. When the 
ball and water reach thermal equilibrium, 
their temperature is 30 ºC. (a) What amount of 
heat is transferred between the ball and the 
water?



Calorimetry
• A 200 gram sample of an unidentified metal at 

an initial temperature of 100 ºC is placed in an 
insulated cup containing 300 grams of water 
that is initially at 20 ºC. The equilibrium 
temperature reached by this system is 25.5 ºC. 
Find the specific heat of the metal.



Heat & Phase Changes

• There are situations in which the addition 
or removal of heat does not cause a 
temperature change

• Heat must be added or removed to make 
a material change its phase
– Amount of heat added or removed depends 

on the type of material and nature of the 
phase



States/Phases of Matter



Phase Changes



Heat Temperature 
Graph



Latent Heat

• Latent Heat – is the heat per kilogram 
associated with a phase change
– Q = mL

• Latent Heat of Fusion (Lf) – change 
between solid & liquid phases

• Latent Heat of Vaporization (Lv) – change 
between liquid & gas phases

• Latent Heat of Sublimation (Ls) – change 
between solid and gas phases



Latent Heat



Total Heat



Example 1

• How much heat should you add to 400 
grams of ice at 0°C to change it to water 
at 0°C?



Example 2

• A 200 g ice cube in your freezer has a 
temperature of -10ºC. You remove it from the 
freezer and place it on a plate. Eventually, it 
becomes liquid water at room temperature, 
20°C. How much total heat did it absorb? 
Strategy: Raise temp to melting point   melt  raise temp to 
final temp



Energy Transfer

• Energy can be transferred to (or from) a 
system in three ways:
– Work can be done on (or by) the system.
– Heat can be transferred to (or from) the 

system.
– Radiation can be absorbed (or emitted) by 

the system.



Heat = Transfer of Energy

• The 3 methods that heat can be transferred:
• Conduction – heat transfers by direct contact

• Convection - is the process in which heat is 
carried from one place to another by the bulk 
movement of a fluid.

• Radiation- heat transfers by electromagnetic 
waves.



Which conducts heat better: 
Gases, Liquids, or Metals? 

• Gases are poor conductors of heat because 
their molecules are so far apart resulting in low 
collision rates.

• Liquids & some nonmetallic solids are better 
conductors of heat than gases because their 
molecules are closer together.

• Metals make the best conductors of heat 
because their molecules are closer together 
than liquids and they have free electrons which 
are able to move quickly.



Concepts in Action

• Hot water baseboard heating units are mounted 
on the wall next to the floor. The cooling coil in a 
refrigerator is mounted near the top of the 
refrigerator. Each location is designed to 
maximize the production of convection



• Forced Convection - cars

Concepts in Action



Concepts in Action



Insulators

• Insulators are substances that do not 
conduct heat easily.

• Examples: Styrofoam, cloth, wood
• Insulation- Materials with dead air spaces 

are usually excellent thermal insulators.



Application

• A thermos bottle 
minimizes heat 
transfer via conduction,
convection, and 
radiation.



Equilibrium

• When the temperature of the thermometer is 
the same as the temperature of the water, they 
are in thermal equilibrium

• Thermal equilibrium is a balance in thermal 
energy transfer (heat) between two objects 
causing the objects to have the same 
temperature.



Mechanical Equivalent 
of Heat

• Energy transferred to a system by doing work can 
become potential energy, kinetic energy or internal 
energy.



1st Law of 
Thermodynamics

• The First Law of Thermodynamics states 
that the change in the internal energy of a 
system, ∆U, will be equal to the difference 
between the heat, Q, added to a system 
and the work, W, done by the system.
– ∆U = Q – W

• Basically is the conservation of energy



First Law of 
Thermodynamics



Q and W



Examples



Thermodynamic Processes



Heat Engine

• A heat engine uses the transfer of heat 
energy to do work.

• A heat engine is any device which 
through a cyclic process:

• Absorbs heat Qhot
• Performs work Wout
• Rejects heat Qcold



Examples



The Second Law of 
Thermodynamics



The Second Law of 
Thermodynamics

• A system left to 
itself tends to go to 
a state with less 
order.
–Increasing 

disorder 
decreases the 
energy available 
to do work.



The Second Law of 
Thermodynamics



Entropy

• Entropy is a measure 
of the “disorder” in a 
system.

• According to the 2nd

Law of 
Thermodynamics, the 
entropy of the 
universe increases.

• Greater disorder 
means there is less 
energy to do work.



Entropy



Efficiency


